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• Aim: Step up the monitoring of product and sector markets
→ to gain further insights into the nature of market 

malfunctioning
→ to put in place more effective policy instruments

• Two-step approach: 
1. Sector screening and preliminary analysis of market 

malfunctioning
2. In-depth investigation of key sectors and markets and 

possible policy interventions

• During the first stage, 23 relevant sectors are identified
• Possible market malfunctioning is examined from four 

intertwined dimensions: regulation, integration, competition 
and innovation

A New Market-Monitoring Tool
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• Which are the sectors that show signs of malfunctioning?
─ Manufacturing: Low and medium-tech sectors, such as food 

and beverages, chemicals, basic metals, fabricated metals and 
motor vehicles, but also some high-tech sectors (communication 
equipment, precision instruments)

─ Services: wide range of sectors shows signs of market 
inefficiency from a productivity perspective, often fail to meet
users’ needs

The main findings
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Euro area has actually reduced its specialisation in 
some of the fastest growing manufacturing high-tech 
sectors …

Source: Chelem, ECB calculations.
Note: Balassa index of revealed comparative advantage. 
The size of the bubbles is determined by the share of 
exports in total exports.

World trade growth, ppts, 1999-2006

Change in 
specialisation

World import demand and euro area export specialisation 
(extra-euro area exports, goods)
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…..as well as in the fastest growing services 
sectors

Source: Chelem, ECB calculations.
Note: Balassa index of revealed comparative advantage. 
The size of the bubbles is determined by the share of exports in total exports.

World import demand and euro area export specialisation 
(extra-euro area exports, services)
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Match with our assessment, based on the TFP 
distribution of firms
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Source: Amadeus, authors' calculations
Note: Industries are ranked by skewness factor k

The higher 
k, the 

stronger the 
impact of 

higher 
competition

Source: Ottaviano, Taglioni and di Mauro, 2009.
Note: Industries are ranked by shape factor k.

Some match with our 
firm-based analysis 
[sectoral elasticity to 
increased 
competition]:
• Basic metals and 
transport equipment 
identified as sectors with 
weakest competition in EC 
report Table 5 also appear 
problematic according to 
our analysis.
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• Which are the sectors that show signs of malfunctioning?
─ Manufacturing: Low and medium-tech sectors, such as food 

and beverages, chemicals, basic metals, fabricated metals and 
motor vehicles, but also some high-tech sectors

─ Services: wide range of sectors shows signs of market 
inefficiency from a productivity perspective, also fail to meet 
users’ needs

• What are the causes of market malfunctioning? 
─ Most serious problems with regard to innovation (detected 

in all 23 sectors, with clear innovation problems in ICT-related 
sectors)

The main findings
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EA continues to be overweight in labour-intensive 
products, and underweight in research-intensive 

EAEA USUS JPJP CNCN CEECCEEC
Raw
materials
intensive 0.5 0.7 0.1 0.5 1.7
Labour 
intensive 1.1 0.8 0.5 2.3 1.1
Capital 
intensive 1.2 0.9 1.6 0.3 1.2
Research 
intensive 1.1 1.4 1.5 1.0 0.5

EAEA USUS JPJP CNCN CEECCEEC
Raw
materials
intensive 0.5 0.7 0.1 0.5 1.7
Labour 
intensive 1.1 0.8 0.5 2.3 1.1
Capital 
intensive 1.2 0.9 1.6 0.3 1.2
Research 
intensive 1.1 1.4 1.5 1.0 0.5

Revealed comparative advantage by 
factor intensity
(annual data, average for the period 1993-2006)

Revealed comparative advantage by 
factor intensity
(annual data)

Source: Chelem and ECB calculations. Source: Chelem and ECB calculations.
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• Which are the sectors that show signs of malfunctioning?
─ Manufacturing: Low and medium-tech sectors, such as food 

and beverages, chemicals, basic metals, fabricated metals and 
motor vehicles, but also some high-tech sectors

─ Services: wide range of sectors showing signs of market 
inefficiency from a productivity perspective, by also failing to
meet users’ needs

• What are the causes of market malfunctioning? 
─ Most serious problems with regard to innovation (detected 

in all 23 sectors, with clear innovation problems in ICT-related 
sectors)

─ Lack of integration and insufficient competition, in particular 
in 
service sectors

─ Regulation remains a key area for some sectors (network 
industries, retail trade, other business activities), as it cuts
across and impacts other dimensions 

The main findings
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• Two dimensions could be added, firm and country dimension:
• Firms. Most recent firm level analysis (Meyer, Ottaviano) shows that “large is beautiful”: the 

largest, the most outward oriented are the firms, the more productive they are
– Your analysis could look at size distribution of firms across sectors and compare it 

with US
– What is achievable for EU given present firm structure (e.g. Italy smaller firms, larger 

in Germany)?
– How can FDI and in general foreign activities of firms be promoted? Among others, by 

keeping up the fight against small trade costs. No extra regulation

Country dimension. 
– How do sector conditions and regulations compare with country overall competitive 

conditions?
– Is it really a sector problem? What matters is the potential for improvement in different 

industries. (Some sectors are more likely to react than others to shocks through 
adjustment in the number of producers. Hence they have greater potential for 
improvement.) 

Some remarks on the methodology (1)
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• Framework by Ottaviano, Taglioni and di Mauro
(Economic Policy, 2009, January, forthcoming)
– Firm-level approach: combines information on firm-

level productivity and country- and sector-specific 
factors

– Allows to study the interactions between various 
determinants of firm-level productivity, and thus, 
sector and country performance

– Can also be used for policy simulations
• Approaches rather to be seen as complementary

– Detailed sector and product market analyses 
necessary to understand specific nature of frictions

– Appear to be better suited to investigate the role of 
sector specific policies 

Some remarks on the methodology (2)
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• Analysis done is very comprehensive and 
extremely thorough, using a number of different 
measures (first, to identify the sectors, and second, 
to analyse them along the four dimensions)

• Results are broadly in line with our findings 

• As we also move further into analysing factors 
affecting competitiveness, there is plenty of scope 
for cross-fertilization.

Conclusions
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The end
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